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The Woods

One day there were two guys by the name of Proper Noun and Proper Noun . They decided that they

would go for a walk through the Noun . They thought was a Adjective day so they walked nicely

through the woods so they thought they would have a fun time, but they had no idea what was about to happen.

While they were walking through the woods Donny came across something that looked pretty fun to him. He

found a Adjective Noun running through the woods. So Donny said to Nick "I'm going to jump

in this stream." Yet what Nick didn't know is that Donny was skinny dipping in the stream and I walked over

seeing a sight that wasn't all that nice to my eyes. After Donny had his fun time in the stream, him and Nick went

walking down a cool trail. During their walk Donny and Nick both tripped over a Adjective

concrete noun that they didn't even notice. All of a sudden a Adjective hairy creature

Verb Base Form out of the woods, Nick and Donny sprinted away to safety. After that, they were trying

Preposition call for some help, but had no cell service. The creature then again jumped out of the woods

and we screamed WOAH!!! But we soon realized it was just that silly goose Flex. He made loud grunting noises

towards Nick and I we got frightened, but it was just his mating call. So He sprinted off looking for other

cavemen to prey. Nick and I then began to keep Verb Present ends in ING Conjunction then an

Noun that was bigger than a bush, jumped out of the swamp, he was ugly and had a concrete 

noun and was about 500 pounds and his sidekick donkey was with him. The ogre hopped on his sidekick to

ride it to chase after Nick and I, but when riding the donkey's back They only got 3 feet till the donkey could not

handle the weight any longer. After that, both the ogre and the donkey were never seen again.
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